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Abstract.
The Fejér and Riesz theorem on the factorization of nonnegative trigonometric polynomials is extended to the nonnegative operator valued trigonometric polynomials on a Banach space. The work is based on the analysis of quasi square roots of nonnegative operator valued functions on a Banach space.
1. Introduction. Several authors have generalized the classical theorem of Fejér and Riesz which asserts that every nonnegative trigonometric polynomial / is |<p| where tp is an analytic trigonometric polynomial. For finite dimensional matrices the generalization was found by Rosenblatt [3] . Helson [1] proved a version of the Fejér-Riesz theorem for an infinite dimensional matrix valued function whose entries are trigonometric polynomials with degrees bounded by a fixed constant under the assumption that the matrix valued function is factorable. Rosenblum [4] extended Helson's work as follows: Let /be a nonnegative operator valued function on a Hubert space %. Suppose for each x in a dense subset %0 of % f(e'9)x is a trigonometric polynomial. Then / is factorable, / = 4>* 3>, and 0 can be chosen so that for each x E %q, <&(e'B)x is an analytic trigonometric polynomial.
The purpose of this note is to extend to the separable Banach space case the main result of Rosenblum. The crucial tool throughout this note is the availability of a quasi square root for a nonnegative operator valued function on a Banach space which we established in [2] .
2. Preliminaries. Let % and <?J be separable Banach spaces. %* will denote the Banach space of all conjugate linear functionals on %. B(%, ty) denotes the Banach space of all bounded linear operators on % into 6H. An operator T in B(%,%*) is called nonnegative if (Tx)(x) > 0 for all x E %. B+(%,%*) stands for the class of all nonnegative operators on %. Let / = f(e'e) be a measurable B(%,%*) -valued function on [0, 277] . / is said to be weakly summable if for each x, y E %, (f(e'9)x)(y) is summable, and uniformly summable if Jo" \\f(ei0)\\d9 < 00.
In [2] we proved the following basic result.
2.1. Lemma. Let f = f(e'e) be a weakly summable B+ (%%*)-valuedfunction on [0, 277] . Then there exists a separable Hilbert space % and a measurable B(%,%)-valuedfunction Q = Q(eie) such that f(eie) = Q*(ei9)Q(ei9); we call Q a "quasi square root off.
Let %be a Hubert space. Denote by L2(%) the Hubert space of all Devalued functions g = g(ei9) such that So" ||g(e,e)||2c70 < oo. The inner product of two functions gx = g\(e'9) and g2 == g2(e'9) in L2(%) is given by 1 r2v (Sl>82) = ^f0"(gAei9),g2(ei9))d9.
The operator U defined to be multiplication by e'9 is unitary and a shift. The subspace H2(%) consisting of those functions g -g(e'9) in L2(%) for which Jo2" g(e'9)e~ d9 = 0 for all n < 0 is an invariant subspace of U. A weakly measurable 7?(9C,9C) -valued function A = A(e'9) is said to be analytic if Ax G H2(%) for each x G %. Let Q be as quasi square root off. Let 91L"(ö) denote the smallest subspace of L2(%) invariant with respect to shift U = e'9 that contains the set {Q(ei9)eik9x,x G %,k > n). Let 91L+00(ß) = n">0%,(0)-We need the following lemma proved in [2] . which is uniformly summable. Suppose that for each x in a dense subset 9C0 of %,f(e'9)x is a trigonometric polynomial in %* of degree < «(x) < oo. Then there exists an outer factor A such that f(e'9) = A*(e )A(e' ), a.e. In this case for each x E %0, A(e )x is an analytic polynomial in % of degree < «(x).
Proof. Let x E %0 and k > 0. Take N = «(x) + k. Then for any polynomial of the form N+m p(ei6) = 2 ei¡9Q(ei9)yj, n > 0,
. So we get eik9Qx _L 91l+00(ö), for all x G 9C0, k > 0. Now let x E 9C and k > 0 and let x" G 9C0 be such that xn converges to x. Since we have J/" \\eik9Qxn -eikQx\\2d9 = f* \\Q(ei9)(xn -x)||2<
\\xn-x\\2f02"\\Q(ei9)\\2d9
we see that e'k9Qx converges to e'k9Qx in L2(%). Hence for each k > 0 and x G % we have eik9Qx 1 91t+00(ß). This implies that QP J_ 9H+0O( (2) Define A = V* U* B. Then A is outer from x into %x and f(ei9) = A*(e'9)A(e'9). Finally suppose k > «(x). Then by a similar argument given in the beginning of this paragraph we have (e~'k9Ax,Ap) = 0, for each trigonometric polynomial/? in % i.e. e~'k9Ax J_ Ap for all polynomials/? in %. So e~'k9Ax _L H2(%), because A is outer. This means that e~'k9Ax has only negative Fourier coefficients, i.e. Ax is a polynomial of degree < n(x). 3.2. Remark. To establish his result Rosenblum assumed that / satisfies the condition X * (f(ei9)g(e'9),g(e'9))d9 < c jf (*(«*), *(*")) **> for each g in L2(3C). This condition can be shown to imply the uniform integrability of/ 3.3. Remark. Our original interest in this problem stemmed from the study of Banach space valued stationary stochastic processes. Our theorem has a bearing in the prediction theory of such processes.
